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1: The Sound of Music - Do Re Mi - Free Downloadable Sheet Music
Print and download sheet music for Do-Re-Mi from The Sound of Music. Sheet music arranged for Easy Piano in C
Major (transposable). Doe, a deer, a female deer;.

Major scales[ change change source ] On a piano , there are white keys and black keys. If we start on the note
C and play each white key going up until we come to the next C, we have played the C Major scale. There
were eight notes. For playing C major, only white keys were hit. There are half steps between two keys next to
each other on the piano. So between the third and the fourth, and the seventh and eight tone, there was only
half a step. Starting the scale at the next white key D , two black keys will need to be touched to get the same
scale: The first one after three, the second after seven tones. Each black key has two names: Major scales
generally use the notation with sharps, minor scales, often use the one with flats. Minor scales[ change change
source ] There are also minor scales; they work the same as major scales, but use different intervals: This is
done by lowering the third and sixth tone. Starting at A, and using only white keys gives A minor natural
minor: The step from F to G is three half steps and difficult to sing. For this reason, F is used instead of F, but
only going upwards. Except for some forms of Jazz music , the corresponding natural minor is used going
downwards. Sometimes the major scale is sung to the words "doh, reh, mih, fah, soh, lah, tih, doh". In the film
The Sound of Music , Maria teaches the children to sing by teaching them a song called "Doe, a deer, a female
deer". Each line starts on the next note of the scale. Different periods use different scales[ change change
source ] Traditional western music generally uses seven tones, and repeats at the octave. During the Middle
Ages, and the Renaisssance , the diatonic scale the white keys of the piano was used most often. Black keys
called accidentals were rare. Natural minor was used less. From about , there are other scales, for example the
chromatic scale 12 half tones.
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2: Free Sheet Music: Play Along With "Do Re Mi" - Richard Rodgers â€” Singspiel
Free Do-Re-Mi piano sheet music is provided for you. Do-Re-Mi is a show tune from the Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical The Sound of Music. a deer, a female.

Knowing about scales is massively useful for a songwriter. There are many different types of scales, but the
most commonly used scales are major scales and minor scales. Chances are good that you already know what
a major scale sounds like. Think back to your grade school days, when your music teacher taught you how to
sing "doh - ray - me - fah - so - la - ti - doh"? That was a major scale. Every scale is composed of a specific
patterns of whole steps and half-steps. Sometimes these are referred to as tones and semi-tones. One whole
step is made up of two half-steps. Think of each line on the fretboard representing a half-step. Try the
following exercise Pick a string, then place your finger on the first fret. Move your finger up another fret a
half-step and play the string again. Repeat this process, moving up the fretboard. Or you could think of a piano
keyboard: Imagine that you are playing each note starting from the one on the left, then across until you hit the
black note on the far right i. Each note that you play is a half-step higher than the one before. If you have
access to a piano, then you can try actually playing this. Be sure to focus on the top half of the keyboard, else
you may not be playing half-steps. Because of the black note that is between C and D. On a guitar, you can
play a whole step by moving your finger up two frets instead of just one. For now, just remember that two
half-steps make a whole step.
3: Sound Of Music - Do A Deer Chords - AZ Chords
doh a deer free sheet music. If you cannot find the free doh a deer sheet music you are looking for, try requesting it on
the sheet music forum. More sheet music.

4: Doe A Deer | Nursery Rhymes & Kids' Songs | www.enganchecubano.com
Daily Music Sheets is a site dedicated to all amateur music performers around the world, giving them the opportunity to
download the sheet music for free. The sheet music available to download on this site are completely free, have fun!,
The original sheet music available to buy on this site are provided by our online partners.

5: Do Re Mi Uke tab by Julie Andrews
Play Along With our free sheet music for "Do Re Mi" - Richard Rodgers.

6: Do-Re-Mi-The Sound of Music OST Free Piano Sheet Music & Piano Chords
"Do-Re-Mi", a song by Rodgers and Hammerstein from the musical and film "The Sound of Music", a film adaption of the
musical starring Julie Andrews as Maria Rainer and Christopher Plummer as Captain Georg von Trapp.

7: SOUND OF MUSIC - DO-RE-MI LYRICS
Lyrics to 'Do-Re-Mi' by Sound Of Music: Do- A deer, a female deer Re- A drop of golden sun Mi- A name I call myself
Fa- A long, long way to run So- A needle.

8: The Sound of Music Lyrics : The favourite Songs
The sound of music soundtrack Maria: Julie Andrews Children: Charmian Carr, Nicholas Hammond, Heather Menzies,
Duane Chase, Angela Cartwright, Debbie Turner, Kym Karath.
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9: Sheet music, scores: Do A Deer
As the Deer in E-Flat, written for Mezzo Soprano and Piano. Pedal should be lifted when the chord changes, or as the
pianist sees fit. As the Deer sheet music download free in PDF or MIDI.
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